The maintenance of a stem cell niche in epithelial tissues is critical for healthy function. In this paper we investigate how current modelling methods can result in erroneous loss of stem cells from the stem cell niche. Using an established model of the inter-follicular epidermis we find we are unable to maintain a stem cell population without including additional unbiological mechanisms to stop loss of stem cells from the niche. We suggest a methodology to maintain the niche in which a rotational force is applied to the two daughter cells during the mitotic phase of division to enforce a particular division direction, and demonstrate that it achieves this goal. This methodology reflects the regulation of orientation of the mitotic spindle during the final phase of the cell cycle.
Recent work has used multicellular models to investigate the dynamics of the IFE [2, 4] . These models were used to investigate the clonal dynamics; dynamics of the cell populations stemming from a single proliferative cell [2] , and the morphology of the IFE [4] . Both of these tissue properties are influenced by the maintenance of the stem cell niche. The morphology of proliferative and non-proliferative regions obviously changes with the loss of stem cells, as could the stratification of the layers as the vertical velocities of cells are affected by reduced basal divisions. If the modelling techniques we use are impacting the stem cell population they would also impact the clonal dynamics, likely decreasing the number of colonies observed in the system. This also applies to clonal dynamics studies using these techniques in other epithelial tissues, such as the crypt [6] .
Previous models have employed different strategies in order to maintain the stem cell niche. Sütterlin et al. [4] fix the stem cells in place on the membrane, thereby ensuring the maintenance of this niche. However, such a pinning is not seen in vivo. Li et al. [2] use an increased level of adhesion to the membrane for stem type cells. While mitigating the issue, the latter method does not guarantee maintenance of the niche and also restricts stem cell movement. Using a simplified multicellular model with membrane adhesion functions and parameters based on those used in Li et al. [2] , we found the system unable to maintain the basal niche. The desired system structure and a representative example of a simulation result is shown in Figure 2a , and a video of each example is shown in Supplementary Movie 1.
It can be seen that many of the stem cells (red) have been lost from the basal layer and are moving upwards through the tissue. Figure 2b shows the proportion of original stem cells remaining in the basal layer over time. The graphs shows that, in all 100 realisations, stem cell populations in the niche reduced to around 50% of their original population within 6 weeks. The model description for these results is discussed in detail in the following section.
The IFE models discussed above assign a proliferative type to a cell at birth. An alternative approach is to associate proliferative ability to the spatial location of a cell. This concept is commonly used when modelling the colonic crypt, another epithelial tissue [6, 12] .
In the crypt, cells proliferate at the base and become terminally differentiated towards the top of the tissue. This is thought to be due to a gradient of the signalling factor Wnt through the depth of the crypt. Using this approach the niche will always be maintained, although there would be no 'immortal' stem cells. However, in the IFE the cells in the basal layer are not all stem cells, they can be other proliferative cell types, suggesting more complicated intra-and inter-cellular signalling is required to maintain the niche.
Here we consider an alternative mechanism to maintain the niche that does not use cell signalling or restrict stem cell movement, but rather restricts the movement of differentiated cells into the basal layer. The mechanism considered is regulation of division direction, which is reflective of the regulation of the mitotic spindle which forms in the final phase of the proliferative cell cycle. All proliferative cells undergo a cell cycle consisting of four phases: gap 1, gap 2, synthesis, and mitosis. During the mitotic (M) phase, the mitotic spindle is formed and the cell elongates. The mitotic spindle consists of two poles at either end of the parent cell and determines the division direction of the cell. At the very end of the M phase, the cell splits at the midpoint between the two poles of the spindle. In some tissues, misalignment of the spindle can lead to loss of tissue morphology [13] and has even been connected to aiding epithelial tumour growth [14] . Mitotic spindle orientation has been shown to be correlated to forces applied to the cell in vitro [15] .
The orientation of the mitotic spindle during epidermal development stages has been well studied in mice; parallel divisions dominate early development, then a switch to perpendicular occurs later in the development process to aid stratification of the tissue [13, [16] [17] [18] [19] .
However less is known about the process in the adult epidermis. Ipponjima et al. [20] imaged division directions in adult mice epidermis and observed a tendency towards parallel or oblique division directions depending on the body region considered. Results from Lechler and Fuchs [17] found the majority of divisions were perpendicular to the membrane in adult mice to promote stratification. In contrast, Clayton et al. [21] determined that only 3% of divisions were perpendicular to the membrane in mouse tail. Though the exact orientation of division in human epidermis is unclear, all these results imply some type of regulatory mechanism for spindle orientation in the homeostatic tissue.
The regulation of division direction is useful to include in a mathematical model. Du et al. [3] used selective adhesion to produce a similar effect. Cell adhesion was increased between same cell types, and this generated correct stratification in their in silico model of epidermal development. We propose an alternative approach of a selected division direction at division and a rotational force to maintain this during the M phase of the cell cycle.
The stem cell niche is critical to epithelial tissues and their morphology. Consequently it is important to understand any effects that the division method may have on the dynamics of the tissue. In this paper we investigate how the modelling approach influences the potential loss of stem cells from the niche. In particular we provide an alternative strategy motivated by the regulation of mitotic spindle orientational that is observed experimentally.
THE MODEL

Multicellular overlapping spheres model
We are interested in understanding the phenomenon of loss of the stem cell niche in a three dimensional multicellular overlapping spheres model of the epithelia. Specifically we look at epidermal tissue. This agent based model approximates cells as spherical agents which are able to overlap. Cells interact with each other, and with a membrane boundary, through attractive and repulsive forces. The forces we use are based on those used by Li et al. [2] and Pathmanathan et al. [22] . We also introduce a new force to the system; the rotational force during division which is described at the end of this section.
In the epidermis, the upward movement of cells occurs due to division of cells in the basal layer which push the differentiated cells upwards through the tissue. Cell division is modelled using a stochastic rule-based model [2, 7] where cell cycle duration is randomly chosen from a uniform distribution. As this adds stochasticity to the system, all results presented here are averages of 100 runs of the model unless stated otherwise. Of particular interest in this paper is how the mechanics of cellular division are modelled. This is described in detail below, along with the interactive forces which are experienced by cells and the boundary conditions applied to the cells.
Cell movement through interaction forces
Cells interact with each other through adhesive forces and repulsive forces. Cell movement is then determined by balancing these forces with a drag force. Cell inertia is not included as the inertial term is assumed to be negligible, due to the small mass of the cell, compared to the other forces and cell drag [22] . This gives the following equation of motion:
where r i is the cell centre location of cell i, N i is the set of neighbours of cell i, F ij are the forces on cell i due to interacting neighbour cell j, F Ext i are any external forces acting on cell i [22] such as adhesion to the membrane or rotation, and η is the drag coefficient for the cell. Distance is measured in cell diameters (CD).
We model the force interaction between cells as springs between cell centres, with an optimal, zero-force spring length of l 0 . We also defineŝ ij = r j − r i the unit vector from cell j to i, and s ij = |r j − r i | − l 0 , the deformation of the spring between cells i and j.
l 0 = 1 cell diameters for mature cells. Consequently, the deformation s ij is analagous to the separation, or overlap, between two cell membranes.
The zero-force configuration for two cells is at s ij = 0. When cells are separated they experience forces that pull them together, and when the membranes overlap they experience repulsive forces. The force functions are given in Equation (2) where γ changes the magnitude and distance of the peak force [2, 22, 23]:
The shape of the force functions are shown in Figure 3 . To avoid overcrowding and unphysical cell densities, we use an exponential repulsion (s ij < 0) function as opposed to a linear spring function as used in Li et al. [2] .
Parameters for the base model are mainly taken from Li et al. [2] ; the adhesive force coefficient α = 0.2µN , and shape parameter λ = 7. We use a spring parameter of k = 15µN
from Pathmanathan et al. [22] for the repulsion.
Adhesion to the basal membrane
Following Li et al. [2] , in addition to forces between cells, we include an adhesive force between cells and the basal membrane. Cells will only experience the force if they are 'attached' to the membrane. Cells are considered to be attached if they have contacted the membrane and, since this contact, have not moved further than a CD away from the membrane. The adhesive force function between a basal cell and the membrane is the same as that between two cells, but with force coefficient α * which is stronger than the force coefficient, α, between cells. Unless otherwise specified we use a membrane adhesion
The model does not allow overlap between a cell and the membrane. If a cell begins to overlap the membrane it is moved back to the closest membrane location. This is considered contact with the membrane and hence triggers the attachment status of the cell.
Boundary conditions
The boundary at the base is provided by a solid boundary membrane as described above.
The top boundary represents the interface between the epidermis and the outside world.
As we are interested purely in understanding the activity at the base we implement this in the simplest way possible; by imposing apoptosis on any cell above a certain height. This ensures that there is minimal influence from any imposed cell removal on the basal region.
In this study we use a cube domain with side size 10 CD (100µm). This is shown in Figure 3b . We impose periodic boundary conditions on the x and y boundaries to simulate a larger domain. Though the simulated tissue height lies at the upper edge of the range of depths of the IFE, it is important to note that, to maintain simplicity, we use spherical cells throughout the height of the tissue and therefore there will be fewer cell layers in the simulation than in real tissue as IFE cells flatten when they migrate towards the tissue surface. We do not consider this to pose an issue to the results as the region of interest for this paper is the basal region.
Initial conditions
In order to begin from a homeostatic system, we run an initial fill period to produce a complete tissue. This system uses the same setup as the model described above, with one exception; an extra boundary condition is imposed on stem cells to ensure they remain on the membrane. This boundary condition only restricts stem cell heights, rather than their horizontal movement. Once the tissue is filled, we then remove the height restriction and run the model as described. We must note that this initial condition is not in an equilibrium state, and upon removal of the restriction there is a short initial adjustment period seen as early fluctuations in the results.
Modelling mitosis by shifting the clock
When a cell is proliferative it undergoes the cell cycle, as explained in the Introduction, and divides at the end of the M phase. In the model we shift this cycle to begin at the start of the M phase, making G 1 the second phase and so on. The biological cycle is shown in Figure 3c , with 'Age = 0' indicating where the model splits the cell into two daughter cells. produces cells of different types [2, 21, 24] . For simplicity we only use asymmetric division in this paper; a stem cell produces one daughter stem cell and one non-proliferative, or terminally differentiated, daughter. In order to help maintain the niche, the division direction is set to the desired vertical alignment of the cells; with the differentiated daughter above the stem cell daughter.
The rotational force
We propose implementing a rotational force during the mitotic phase of the division model as a mechanism to help maintain the niche. This correctional force reflects the regulation of the mitotic spindle. The force rotates the differentiated daughter cells towards the upwards vertical position.
If we assume the spindle works similar to a spring, similarly to how we model other cell-cell forces, we can base our model on a torsional spring force that is independent of spring length. Figure 3e illustrates the concept of the force. The force equation is given in Equation (4) where k φ is the torsional spring constant, φ is the angle between the division vector and vertical, andn is the unit normal to the division vector:
The force is applied in a direction normal to the separation vector of the two cells at each time step.
Implementation
The model is developed using the open source Chaste software libraries [25, 26] . Chaste is a C++ library used to run cardiac and multicellular tissue simulations. The core Chaste code can be accessed from https://chaste.cs.ox.ac.uk/trac/wiki. Additional code to reproduce the results in this paper can be found at https://github.com/clairemiller/ 2019_MaintainingStemCellNicheEpithelia.git.
RESULTS
Loss of the niche affects system dynamics of the tissue
Using the model without the rotational force, which we will refer to as the base model, we have seen that the system is unable to maintain the basal layer of proliferative cells that make up the stem cell niche of the IFE. This was shown in Figure 2 in the Introduction.
This graph shows the proportional reduction in the stem cell population in the basal layer over 6 weeks. Shown in the plot are the individual realisations of the simulation, as there is stochasticity in the model, as well as the mean over the simulations.
In addition to disruptions to tissue structure, stem cell detachment affects system dynamics; namely cell deaths at the top of the tissue and cell velocities. The output for these is shown in Table I . A doubled mitotic length was also tried using the Li et al.
[2] setup, however the difference in results was minimal so is not shown here.
Motivated by the decay curves observed (see Figure 2b) we assume the stem cell loss from the niche follows an exponential form, cells detach from the basal membrane at some rate λ, but with a remaining population, β. This is described by the following function; despite increasing adhesion to the membrane to 10 times that of Li et al. [2] , 26% of stem cells are still lost from the layer. Consequently, we see that we are unable to find a parameter combination that would provide a robust system, particularly at low division spring lengths, even with enforced vertical division .
Cell loss due to neighbouring cell interactions at division
Given that this stem cell loss occurs even with high stem cell adhesion to the basal membrane, we wish to understand the underlying mechanism. We propose that it is related to the low force required to rotate the daughter cell into the basal layer at the smaller separation distances during the mitotic phase of the division model. This idea is reinforced by the lower remaining stem cell population seen as the division spring length is decreased.
Once the daughter is in the basal layer, the layer becomes overcrowded and a cell must be pushed out. If the suprabasal area above a stem cell is at a lower density than that above the newly basal differentiated cell, the stem cell will be pushed out preferentially. This is because the attractive forces between the stem cell and the membrane are lower than the repulsive forces between the suprabasal cells and the differentiated daughter. This is shown diagramatically in Figure 6a .
In order to investigate the validity of this proposed mechanism, we look at the number of differentiated cells in the basal layer at the end of their M phase. The end of the M phase is the point in time at which the spring length between the two daughters reaches one cell diameter; when they become two separate cells and are no longer treated as a pair. , which is where you would expect cells to sit for a structured spherical packing in 3 dimensions.
A rotational force improves maintenance of the niche
In order to directly oppose the proposed mechanism of cell loss described above, we impose a rotational force on the differentiated daughter cell during the M phase. In Figure 7a we plot the remaining population, β, for simulations using the rotational force, with a comparison to the base results without the rotational force (red line). For clarity we only present a setup with no adhesion to the membrane, and a setup with the adhesion level used by Li et al. [2] . higher, the remaining population is above 83%. Supplementary Figure 1 shows a plot of the loss curves for each setup considered using the rotational force.
It can be seen in Figure 7b , compared to Figure 6b , that the rotational force has significantly reduced the forcing of differentiated daughters into the basal layer, directly opposing our proposed mechanism for why the stem cell loss occurs. It is also important to note that the mode of the histogram remains around z = The cell deaths from the top of the tissue, and cell velocities for the results using this rotational force are compared to an equivalent system, with stem cells restrained to remain in the basal layer, in Figure 8a and Figure 8b respectively. As would be assumed, given that the system maintains a consistent stem cell population, the velocities and cell deaths remain close those of an equivalent system with restrained stem cells.
By using the rotational force, as opposed to the alternative maintenance strategies or pinning cells or increasing membrane adhesion, we provide a system which maintains the we approach the problem by minimising the number of differentiated cells that enter the basal layer. It is a robust system for simulations on the time scale of several months using the force magnitudes trialled for this paper, and used previously in the literature.
CONCLUSION
We have shown that multicellular models of epithelial tissues require the inclusion of an additional mechanism to maintain stem cell populations. Using our base model, we were unable to maintain a stem cell niche in the IFE without a rotational force, even with high adhesion levels to the basal membrane. The loss rate is particularly high when the spring length between the daughter cells at division is very small, which is the more realistic spring length. Loss of the stem cell niche significantly affects the dynamics and morphology of the tissue. Particularly, in the IFE, it decreases vertical cell velocities, and cell death rates.
We showed that applying a rotational force on the two daughter cells during their mitotic phase aids maintenance of the niche, even at small division spring lengths. It also allows movement of the proliferative cells in the basal layer where other strategies limit proliferative cell movement. The rotational force concept is motivated by the regulation of the mitotic spindle orientation, and consequently division direction, during the M phase of the cell cycle.
Though we only consider perpendicular orientation with asymmetric division in this paper, the same concept applies for symmetric division parallel to the membrane. As mentioned previously there are a lot of opposing theories on division direction in the basal layer, and this could be investigated using the model. Future work will look at incorporporating both perpendicular and parallel division directions, as well as the effect of misalignment of the spindle on tissue morphology. We will also investigate the regulating the symmetry and orientation of the division using mechanical or chemical feedback from the tissue. This will lead to a better understanding of the mechanisms by which the IFE regulates its structure, particularly its width.
In this study we have shown that, by including regulation of division direction in the model, we are able to maintain a basal niche and produce consistent system dynamics. Consequently we have increased the robustness of multicellular IFE models for future research.
Our model will produce more reliable results when used to research different aspects of the IFE, as it eliminates the false hypotheses which occur due to decreased basal populations and atypical cell velocities. Such increased reliability could also be expected if this methodology was implemented in other epithelial tissue where regulation of the mitotic spindle occurs. 
